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Ellis, Bezae, IBS 4, April 1982 

CODEX BEZAE A~D RECE~T ENQUIRY 
by 

Ian tr.. Ellis 

1) The ft\an~.;script: 

Codex Baaae is a bi-lingual uncial manuscript 
of the Gospels and Acts. The twa aices face each 
other on opposite pages: Greek on the left and 
Latin- on the right. The material on which the text 
is w.ritten is a good quality vellum and is .astly 
well preserved, although there are soma-lacunae. 
The actual text is presented in O''t [ xo L , or sense
lines, and the Gospels appear in the 'Western' 
order (1ft, Jn, Lk, Ink). The MS 11easures 10• by 
e•. The writing itself is described by Scrivener 
as in •bold, regular, and elegant uncial characters 
with the words undivide~/1. 

rour hundred years ago this year, in 1582, 
Th"'dore de Bhe, having found the liS at the convent 
of St. Irenaeua at Lyons, presented it to the 
Univerai ty or Ca11bridgea hence ita t1 tle, Bezae 
Codex Cantabrigiensiso The symbol f'or the Greek 
aide of the liS ia Q., while .,2 repr-esents the Latin 
aide. 

In spite or the vast amount or research or which 
Codex Bazae haa been the subject, ita exact data 
and place or origin have not yet been established 
beyond question. Progressively, acholarly opinion 
has been setting earlier dates of origin. Until 
this century, the traditional view was that Codex 
Bezae originated. in the aixth century; Kenyan and 
Lowe than suggested the fifth, and more recently 
H.J. rrede of the Vetus atina Institute in Beuron 
has suggested a fourth century dating 2o 

The work or approxi~nately twenty correctors can 
be distinguished. Their work suggests a location 
of origin in the Greek lklrld, as all but one of 
thBII are concerned with the Greek side. ror this 
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reason, the theory that Codex Bezae originated in Lyons, 
where Thaodore de Beze found it, appears untenable. In 
this connection, it 11ay further be noted that the Bishop · 
of Clermont, Prato, is said to have brought Codex B~ae 
to the Council or Trent. There he tried to give celibacy 
a biblical tow.,dation with the variant tpund only in D 
(Jn 21& 22 Ea \I aU'tOV -&t'kea> ~EVE I. V OU'tCa>t ) • -

Southern I~ly has also been auggested as our llanu
ecript'a place or originJ aome ot the graecieas in~ 
i11ply a location where Greek waa •ore familiar than 
Latin. Yet, aome or the errore in 2 would not have been 
11ade by a Greek. Southern Italy during the period 
4th. • 6th. centuriee ( the period in which Codex Bezae 
originated ) was a Latin period, telling between· the 
ancient and 11edieval Greek perioda. 

Ropes, however, prefers Sicily as the place of origin 
/3. H~a, while the official language was Latin, the 
people continued to apeak Greek. Souter prefers 
Sardinia, as he waa able to clai11 th3t it waa hare that 
Codex Claromontanus originated; ita Latin,text is that 
ot Lucifer or Cagliad. Ropes recognizes the close 
relationahip bet•ean Bazae and Claro•ontanua, but aeeigne 
the origin et both to Sicily. The actual ~iting ot these 
two MSS ie eildlar, although the lazan acribea• s ia 
•leas aldltul and ragular•/4. Ropes' vhul that Sicily 
ia the place ot origin co11menda itself aoat. The circul• 
atancea in Sicily in 4th. • 6th. canta., outlined above, 
auggest that thia is the home ot Codex Bezaa. further, 
the tact that Bazae ia in parts close to the African 
text tends to eupport a location close to Africa. 

2} Jh• Textual Characteristic! ot Da 

Codex Bezae ia full ot itacisma, iri particular I. 
ta € 1. • The Eueabian canona are tdund in the 111argin or 
the MS. Many of Codex Bezae• a readings ara aingul*r, 
•any are only aupported by the Old Latin, aometiaes with 
the Syriac. 

Professor E.J. Epp was able.to d~onatrata clearly that 
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in th~ text of Act~ in Q there arE clear theological 
tendc~cies oiscernible in thF variants peculiar to 
Coo~"' Bezae /5. He shows that in Codex Bezae in Acts 
th~ Jeus an= their leaders are portrayed as more 
hostile to Jesus and to the Apostles than elsewhere. 
At Ac 13:28f, for example, the text of Q acds the 
Jews' SJ:·ecific request that Jesus should be crucified 
/6. Such distinctive tendencies are not, however, as 
easily found in the Synoptic Gospels. The textual 
interest here is primarily in the isolation or harmon
ization& to the text of the other Synoptic evangelists, 
assimilations within the cortext of individual passages 
(which occur less often than d~ harmcnizations), end 
in the study of the inter-relationship of the Greek 
and Latin texts, which are paJBllel. A study of the 
inter-relationship of the Greek and Latin texts of 
Codex Bezae in Acts has been carried out by Sheldon 
W.ackanzie /7. We musy note that the question whether 
the Latin side of Codex Bezae is dependent on the 
Greek, or vice versa, has been debated for over a 
hundred years. 

In 1864 1 Scrivenar favoured the Greek as the basis 
of the Latin /B. Than, in 1891, Harris want to the 
other extreme /9. Harria was following the example 
of J.J. Wettstein in the eighteenth century. In 1910 1 

Vogels maintained that the basis of ~ was a Latin 
Diatessaron /10. VoOels' theory was countered in the 
following year by de Bruyna /11. In 1964, B.tn.llletzger 
maintained that, although the Latin text had bean 
correctec in places by the Greek, the Codex still 
preserved an ancient form of the Old Latin text /12. 
Bonifatius rischer, OSB, who established the Vetus 
Latins Institute at the arch-abbey of Beuron in 
Southern Germany, claims •ith forthrightness that 
the Latin of Codex Bezae bears virtually no relation 
to the Old Lalins•oer Tatbestand der feat durchgehenden 
Abh!ngigkeit vom danebenstehenden griechischen Text 
wird heute beinahe allgemein anerkannt ••• Jedenfalls 
f!llt der leteinisc~e Text von d (5) aus de~ Aahmen 
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der sonstigen lateinischen Bibel heraus, wenn auch 
auf der anderen Seite BerBhrungen mit a~rikanischen 
und europlischen Texten nicht geleugnet werden kennen, 
die in lf\k und Apg hlufiger zu warden scheinen•/13; 
5 is the Beuron number for E• fischer is diametrically 
opposed to ~etzger on this point; he states that 
ff,etzger writes "im Widerspruch zu den Tatsachen"/14. 
fischer condemns R .c. Stone's investigation into the 
Latin of Codex Bezae, the methodology of which he 
terms •sinnlos"/15. fischer expresses himself in 
forceful terms, and the student of Codex Bezae will 
be glad to see more detailed material from him on 
this subject. 
Th~ consensus of opinion is that the Greek of 

Codex Bezae is prior to the Latin, although the Old 
Latin tradition has affected the Greek in places. 
The problem in isolating latinizations in the Greek 
text of Q is' that these Greek variants may be syrissms 
or semitiama. Vital here is the comparison of the 
Latin aide lldth other Old Latin texte. If a distinct
ive:reading in Q, taken for a syriaam or a aami tism, 
is witnessed throughout the Latin tradition, the 
argument for latinization obviously gains weight. 
However, at all times it is important to bear in mind 
the possi,bili ty of harmonization to a parallel 
synoptic passage, ar of assimilation within the 
context of the passage. One of the major failures 
of Harris's work /16 was his disregard of the possib
ilities of harmonization and assimilation in many 
instances. 

r.H. Chase was a major champion of the Syriac 
cause; he saw the Syriac behind the very striking 
variants of Q in Acts /17 • By wey of introduction 
to his thesis, he lists ten examples (in Acts), 
although it appears that he is too ready to let'his 
theory prejudice hie exa~inations. Nevertheless, 
Harris showed that Ephram used a text like Q in his 
commentaries on the Pauline (pistles end Acts /18. 

At the turn of the century, it was suggested that 
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Antioch was th~ pl&ce of origin of th& 013 Latin 
/i9, a theory which was reinforcec by the fact that 
close relation~ are discernible bet.»~an t:-.~, Old 
Syriac e~nc 01~ Latin /20. These relationE' would 
be very uncH standable if Tatian brought "Western" 
readings to thf East frorr. Rome. Thus, the theory 
of the An~iochian origin of the Old Latin is 
highly speculative. Contemporary sct~larship 
tends to view North Africa as the place of origin 
cf.the Cld Latin/21. Nevertheless, the possibility 
of syriasm£ or semitisms lying behind distinctive 
variants in Codex Bezae must be constantly borne 
in mind. 

3) Gospels-~cts A elationship in 0: 

It has already been noted that the Bezan text 
of the Synoptic Gospels does not display the same 
highly distinctive characteristics as does the 
Bezan text of Acts. A very possibly inference 
is that the scribe of Codex Bezae copied from two 
separate sources, one - that of Acts - being a 
much freer text than the other. On the other hahd, 
it is possible thet he took particular trouble 
with Acts, introducing hie own expansions and 
alterations in order to convey his own particular 
theological bias. Of these two possibilities, 
the former se~s the more likely, as one would 
not expect a scribe to isolate one pert of his 
work fot theological revision, end, even if he 
were to, one would expect his particular emphases 
to be concentrated in the first part of his work; 
as his copying would proceed, the intensity of 
his own distinctive work would lessen. lf we 
adopt this possibility, it is clear that there 
•ust have been acme tradition ofa highly dis
tinctive text apeci fically of Acta. 

Professor E.J. Epp has •ade a study of the 
Coptic liS G67 anj tht:- rals of Codex Bezae as a 
Western witness in Acts /22. Epp shows that it 
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is possiole to spea .. of a distinctivE 'Western' 
text of Acts, and even suggests that the Homogeneity 
of the Western text must be investigated, as well 
a• the question as to whether it is the result of a 
process of revision. He concludes: " ••• it must be 
emphasized tha~ e not inconsiderable number of unique 
reaaings in D, h or other pure Western witnesses are 
nou1 attested by copG67, and this is an indication at 
least that the question of homogeneity deserves further 
study now."/23 0 

4) Theories of the 'Western' text; 

In the early nineteenth century, ~.L. Hug noted a series 
of characteristics in 0: harmonizations, apocryphal.like 
additions, liturgical alterations, and the elimination 
of tautologisms /24. Hug rejected outright the thliiDry of 
Latin influence and considered 0 to be a member of the 
E:gyptian KO L VT) EK50cH ~ on account of its agreement 
with Clement, Origen and ay(h). In ~any respects, Hug's 
work was quite valuable, although there are occasions 
in 0 where Latin influence seems undeniable. Latin 
influence is, however, of very little significance. 

Conatantin von Tiachendorr did not regard the text of 
D aa··llhally independent of the Latin; nevertheless, he 
classed Q with the best MSS, •ainly on account of its 
age. Tischendorf •ay be criticized for depending too 
much on the age of MSS without giving sufficient con
sideration to the textual relationships. He has been 
accused of resting too heavily on Jl in the eighth 
edition of his Greek New Testament. 

In 1896, S.P. Tregelles ~ade an important and signif
icant observation& vizo, that when Q is joined by 
another ancient witness its authority is much enhanced, 
yet when standing alone it is of limited value. Tregelles 
published one edition of the Greek New Testament /25. 
Valuing early witnesses highly, his principles of 
textual criticism were similar to those of Kerl Lachmann 
(Lachmann's 1831 edition was based on the early uncials, 
the F"athers and the Old Latin, without reference to 
miniscule witnesses). 
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Tt1e year 16f! is a lc-ndtr.arl< in thE> history of the 
textual cri ticiSif. of thf.' Greek ~ew Testament: it saw 
th~ publication of Westcott ana Hort•s critical 
edition or th~ Greek ~ew Testament. r.ention must be 
sade here of their theory of the 'UJestern• text. They 
considered it to be both an~ient and widespread, and 
regarded Q:, O(p) • the Old Latin and Sy{c) as its 
aajor witnesses. Regarding its antiquity, they con
sidered that it might be dated even prior to the 
aid-8 econd century, it having been uced by many of 
the ancient Fathers /26o They note.-. the Western 
text's love of harmonizations and assimilations and 
its general loosenesso For·Westcott and Hart, their 
•eutral ( Jl-8) text was the best, with the exception 
of what they termed "Western non-interpolations•. 
These consist of several passages in the last 
t:hree chapters of Luke, and one at Mt 27:49, where 
Westcott and ~ort regard the Western text as 
preserving the original, shorter text. 

Until reoantly, scholars accepted this theory of 
-.astern non-interpolations•. However, critical 
studies in recent years by-J. ::Jaremiaa /27 and 1<. 
Aland /28 have been followed by the !•portent article 
by 1<. Snodgrass, •western non-interpolations"/29. 
Snodgrass conc:ludedc "With A land end Jeramias, the 
••estern non-interpolations• in Luke end John have 
little, if any, clai~ to authenticity. Of the 
passages considered in Matthew and llark, it is 
aecessary to omi• ~att 6c15, 251 23:26 and 27c49 
rrom our discussion, for they are not really 
•western non-interpolations•. or the remaining pass
~es in Matthew and 1'\ark, the internal evidence was 
aot conclusive for Matt 13c3~ and Mark 2c22. In the 
remaining four cases, the Western readings find litle 
or ne support frulf· the internal evidence."/30. 

Snodgrass no-tes that, as e result of the papyri, 
i.t is doubtful that any of the readings supported 
.nly by ~ and its non-Greek allies is the genuine 
t.ext. He is convinced on both internal and external 
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grounds th&t the case against the •western' reacin~~ is 
decisive. 

r.H. C~Rse championed the· Syriac as the influence 
behind the distinctive 'lllestern' text. In The Cld Syriac 
(l13r.:ent in Codex Bezae /31, he maintaine:-c that BezaE>' s 
distinctive variations ahow Syriac influence. This theory 
was strongly contended, mainly because there was no 
known Syriac text like Q• The main weakness of Chase's 
work is that he was too thoroughgoing in applying this 
theory of Syriac influence; it is indeed possible to 
maintain that there is .ame Syriac influence in Codex 
Beza~, but extreme caution is required in isolating 
Syriaams. A reading taken for a Syriaam may be an Ararn*iem, 
or indeed an assimilation or a harmonization. 

The work of Hermann von Sedan has been described as 
"a magnificent failure•. His judgement regarding the 
'Western' text, and Q in particular, was to reject the 
Syriac hypothesis, holding that most readings in Q Which 
appear to be ayriaams are really only readings which are 
coincidentally comrron to Ih Sy( e,c) • As with ~estcott 
and Hart, von Soden had his own theories of eethodology, 
but here we note that Codex Bezae fell into his 1-text 
which waa a mixed Wester~Caesarean text. ror von Soden, 
the I-text probably deri~ad from [usebius and Pemphilius 
of Caesar ea J it could not be constructed exactly • but 
inferred from a number of ~SS or mixed characters ~. ~. 
565. Although von Soden thought •uch or hie discovery of 
the I-text, his theory is now regarded as unaounds it 
contains toe many representatives of too many families 
(Western, Caesarean, Old Latin, Old Syriac and witnesses 
•ixea with the Koine text). 

After von Soden, text-critics tended in the •ain to 
follow Weatcott and Hort in England, while in Germany 
the inventive approach continued. H.J. Vogela suggested 
that a harmony underlay Q (he had isolated ao•e 1,500 
har•onizations in the ms)/32. This harmony he consi~ered 
to be in Greek, being aubsequently translated into 
Syriac by Tatian; this provided a Syriac Oiatessaron 
behind Sy ( s,c,p). It is nou: possible to explain features 
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COI'irr,on to Q anc Sy as findin£ their comrr.unity 
th:ough the Oiatessarone Over &Qainst Vogels, 
however, Sanders was sceptical of relying on a 
traory of harmonization and of stressing the 
influence of Tatian' s Diatessaron too much. Vogels' 
main failure was to assume that harmonizations all 
tended to find their origin in Tatian. 

In the first half of this century, Plooy held that 
a Latin text lay behind the text of .Q.e ror him, the 
Li~ge Oietessaron witnessed for a Latin Diatessaron 
(which he was able to show lay behind the Dutch). 
Plooy was probably quite correct in positing a 
Latin text behind the Li\ge Oiatessaron, yet he was 
wholly unjustified in supposing that this Latin 
text lay behind others /33. 

A.r.J. Klijn concludes /34 that the decade 1949-
59 was characterized by intensive study of the Old 
Syriac and the riddles of the Caesarean text. The 
decade 1959-69 was then dominated by the discoveries 
of ( 1) the Bodmer papyri, ( 2) the Syrian Commentary 
of Ephrem on the Oiatesseron, (3) the Gospel of Thomas,. 
discovered among the gnostic writings of Nag Hammadi, 
and (4) G67. 

The importance of the Coptic 11\5 G67 (a MS of Acts) 
cannot be over-emphasizedo It dates from 4th. - Stho 
cents., and has the 11'\Bnster aiglum OX14. T.C. Petersen 
provided an English translation of G67 /35, which 
showed a very close relationship with readings of .Q., 
and thus provided Qvidence for 8 'Western' text in 
Coptico About 1967, however, Haanchen and tieigandt 
were somewhat critical af Petersen's conclusion that 
G67 was the •earliest completely preserved and entirely 
unadulterated witness of the Western text•o ror 
Haenchen and Weigandt it was a mixed text, 8nc they 
doubted thet 8 pure 'Western' text ever existed /36. 
E.Jo Epp compared G67 with g, making the important 
observation that some readings, originally thought to 
to be singular to Q, ere nout witnessed in another MS 
/37G We may conclude that Petersen's evaluation of G67 
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was not entirely balance~: i~ is a mixE, text, pro-
viding mar£ evidencE fer already notec 'W&stern• rea=inys, 
anc itself containins some neu.c reaCJingso Nevertheless, 
it is a t-.ighly important IY:S in any consirleraticn of 
the 'Western' texto 

The Gospel of Thomas indicates that 'Western' re&din~s 

are known prior to Tatian, ano possibly go back to 
acme Christian centre (similar readings can be founc in th< 
East and West, Rome, Edessa and Egypt). This centre may 
well have been Antioch. Perhaps this will help us with 
the question whether there •ver existed a 'lliestern' 
text as such. We can think of Antioch, a Christian centre, 
b&ing the place at which a loose but not entirely un
controllea text grew up, and from which these readin~s 
travelled in many directions. 

5) Text-critical lf.etl1odology: 

There are many ways in which scribal errors arise in 
manuscriptso These are familiar to every student of 
the Greek New Testament: homoioteleuton, homoiarchton, 
haplography, dittography, itacism, even the confusion of 
letters in uncia! script (cf. ~ and .i.J ~ and Q). In 
the case of a dictated text, obviously errors may aris• 
as e result of a scribe mie-hearing a word. Yet the 
student has first of all to determine whether a distinct
ive reading is en error at all& it ~ay be an intentione} 
alteration of the text (if not the original text itself). 
Such intended changes in the narrative can be the result 
of a scribe wishing to express his own particular dogmatic 
outlook or the tradition of his particular locality, or 
it may simply be a desire to improve the grammar or 
style of the passage. In th~ former case, dogmatic reasons 
have often been the ceuse of changes in ~·s text 
(particularly in Acts, and to a lesser e;tent in the 
narrative leading up to Jesus' crucifixion; cf. lilt-). 
Gramrnatical and stylistic improvement• are particularly 
characteristic of the later mss, especially 0~ the 
'Byzantine' family. Nevertheless, scribes were at all 
times prone to b1prove the text rather than copy what they 
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consio~re: either gram~eticalJy faulty or stylistic
ally clumsy. 

In evaluating a variant, tne critic should - as 
far as he can - construct its history, bearing in 
mind t~at both "ex~ernal" an~ •internal" consider
ations are important. External evioence relates to 
(i) the date of the MS, and of its text, and (ii) the 
geographical distribution of the text in the MS con
cerned. Internal evidence includes Westcott and 
Hart's well-known Intrinsic and Transcriptional 
probabilities, relating respectively to the author 
and the scribs. 

It is just over one hundred years since the first 
publication of Westcott and Hort•s Greek New Test
ament /3Bo Thus, it is appropriate to consider the 
present state of text-critical methodology of the 
New Testament in the context of the passing of a 
century. 

Since 1881, there have been important developments 
in text-critical work: the discovery of new manuscr
ipts (in particular the Chester Beatty and Bodmer 
papyri /39), further researah into methodology by 
many textual critics, the publication of new Greek 
texts of the New Testament /40, and greater under
standing of the lectionaries, the early rathers and 
the Versions. The avowed aim of all textual criticism 
is the restoration of the original text of the New 
Testament, and all of these developments will 
assist scholars greatly in that continuing task. 

The student of the text of the New Testament an
counters many dicta - some wise, and some not ao 
wise. Weatcott and Hart contributed to- this store 
of sayings 1 "Knowledge of docurrants should precede 
final judgement upon readings", "All trustworthy 
restoration of corrupted texts is rounded on the 
study of their history-, to which •ay be added the 
statement that "community ef readings implies 
community of origin" /41. This short selection of 
q~otations should not give thE impression that 
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.l.estcctt and Hort placed a scle efT",~hcsifi en •extern::l" 
evidence. The "Internal EvidencQ of RE~dingsM, dividsd 
int: Intrinsic an= Transcri~ticnal ~robabilities, was 
part of the total method which went on tc inclu~e th£ 
"Internal Evicence of Documents" enc of "Groups" 
successively. They stressed the i~~~rtance of the 
genealo~y of manuscript groups, and they used this 
genealogical rroethod to briru~ an end tc the dolllination 
of the Textus Receptus - one of their most significant 
contributions to the history of the Greek New Tes.tament. 
The genealogical method has, nevertheless, received 
adverae criticism from some during this century. ror 
B.W. Metzger a compromise method involving some degree 
of genealogical investigation,appears ap~ropriete /42. 

Using their method, Westcott end Hort distinguished 
their now famous four types of text 1 the Syrian (alpha), 
Western {delta), Alexandrian (gamrna) end Neutral (beta) 
texts. The alpha text was for them th~ latest and was 
conflated, mixed and smooth. They ahowed that the 
Textus Receptue was a descendant of this unreliable, 
expaneed te~t. They noted the assimilative aad hermon
istic tendencies of the delta t~xt, which they never
theless claimed was early. The gamme text, .tth its emph
asis upon proper syntax, was the producl of a Cr~e~ 
literary centre. The beta text was the most pure, end 
they attached such importance to this last text-type 
that they could assert that none of its readings should 
ever be rejected absolutely; so~e were, however, to be 
placec on an •alternative footing•, anc in particular 
when they received no su~port from the Versions or the 
F'ethers /43. Their faith in thE! Neutral text, associatec 
principally with the cociees Vaticanus and Sinaiticus, 
did not prevent them departing from it to follou' the 
delta text in th~se passages which they termed 
•western non-interpolations". ·These were expansions withiL 
th~ beta text (or so they judged th~) whic' the delta 
text dfj not ~hare.Westcott an: Hart chos~ to regard the 
shorter delta text as the: original. 

If this aspect of Westcott and Hcrt's work h~s been 
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de&lt a fatal body-blo~ {cf. 41 Theories of thE 
~&rn' Text- above), we shoulc not forget that 
the theory of •western non-interpolatione" was 
develcped under the conviction that the delte text, 
althougt; expanded, was of very early date. rurther, 
Westcott and Hort worked without the knowledge 
of the papyri, which we today are fortunate enough 
to possese;l44. 

In 1968, E.C. Colwell, giving due consideration 
to the then contemporary state of New Testament 
textual criticism, observed therein a state of 
relative imbalance. It is a tribute to the last
ing value of Westcott and Hort' s endeavours that 
he pleaded for a reconsideration of their work 
as being capable of providing the necessary 
counter-balance. The title of his article summed 
up his feeliAgs: "Hort Rediviv•s~- A Plea for a 
Program• /45. In his criticisms of the state of 
textual criticism, and in particular of text
critical methodology at that time, Colwell isolat
ed two specific tendencies which he tegretteda 
the ignoring of the history of the manuscript 
tradition, and en over-emphasis upon internal 
evidence which he felt characterized the work on 
the RSV and NEB. Balance is always of the greatest 
importance in text-critical •ethode Calwell, in 
hie Hart Redivivua plea, searches for this balance. 
Perhaps, however, the tendency to over-emphasize 
internal considerations wes born with the growing 
awareness that the early course of New Testament 
textual transmission was very fluid, defying strict 
groupings and atemmas. 

The whole debate an the relative importance 
of internal and external evidence has been much 
to the fore in recent years. G.D. Kilpatrick is 
associated wit:h •ri_goroue• eclecticism in which 
internal evidence is given a paramount eignific
ancee In a recent text-critical study of three 
verses in the New Teatament (Mt 4:8, Lk 5:1 and 
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Ac 3:14 /4t, Kil~Ettick has str~sse: the imrortance 
of styl stic consi~e:ati~ns. For hi~, th~se may 
incicate th~ crigincl nature of a re38in9 which appears 
in very f'e,: witnesses. Neverthele.:;s, he rr,e:kes the 
significant con!'lent that, •verr fe:o. witnesses are 
ho .;,ever no guarantee of origiriali ty ••• Nor ao any 
wi t.nesses have a monopoly in the original form of 
the te•to We may believe that Q is sometimes right 
dgainst the majority; W8 must aomit that it is Borne
times wrongo• /47o Elsewhere, Kilpatrick states, however, 
that readings must be accepted or rejected on their 
intrinsic merits /48. G.o. ree notes that this rigorous 
eclecticism "leaves textual judgements to the whims of 
the individual practitioner" /49, and therefore propcsec 
a •reasoned• eclecticism in which internal and external 
evidence would be complementary to e~ch other. He 
stresses, however, that he is not advocating a complete 
return to Hort for, while Westcott and Hort started 
with one text type as su~erior, rational eclecticism starts 
with readings, and when internal evidence is inconclusive 
then appeals to external evidence basec on the relativ8 
value of witnasses. This measured ahift from Westcott 
and Hort is in the right direction. le know too much 
today to place our faith in one auoerior te~t type. The 
best eclecticism is the one which is truly eclectic. 
Vaganay, who r&jactec the genealogical method in New 
Testament textual criticism, defined reasoned eclecticia• 
as the ons in which •verbal criticisM, external end 
internal criticism ell have their part to play, and 
they must give each other mutual support• /50. 

Westcott and Hort startec with the Neutral text and 
departe~ from it in cases where, for them, it was 
obviously correct to do so - a• iA the case of the 
•western non-interpolations•; today, however, w& start 
with readingso G.O. ree was thus correct in that the 
basic difference between text-critical methodology 
tod~y an~ in westcott and Hort's day concerns the 
"point of departure". Nevertheless, external evidence 
is still important today and Hart's estimation of B 
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has foun'-' confirn•2tion in P75 1 al thc-ugh u.e: shoulc 
on no account be temptec to a Hcrtian-like adh£rence 
to this text. ree states that •manuscripts can be 
Judge~ as to their relative quality and suc~udge
ments should affect tExtual decisions.• /51. In this 
connection he quotes GBnther Zuntz•s work on P4f /52, 
characterizing the papyrus as possessing a high degree 
of purity, and his own work on P66 /53 showing the 
scribe to be .tld end to possess a tendency to edit. 
Westcott and Hort•s principle that "Kncwledse of 
documents should precede final Judgement on readings• 
thus cannot be said to be entirely redundant. 

A century after Eestcott and Hart's Greek New 
Te•talf.ent •• first published, textual criticism can 
still look to them - as, for example, Colwell did-
to find assistance to ~raper bal3nce in methodological 
procedure. Nevartheleas, we depart from Hortian 
methods in no longer being able to ascribe as much 
integrity as he did to a particular •anuscript group. 
This brief comparison of the methods of Westcott and 
Hort and of today should leave us both with respect 
for their contributions and with en awareness of the 
limitations of their principles. Hort himself draws 
attention to the impor•ance or accumulative knowledge 
and experience: "All instructive processes of 
criticism ~hich deserve confidence are rooted in 
experience, and thet an experience which has under
guns perpetual correction and recorrection.• /54. 
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